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<b>SLEEPLESS IN SEASIDE</b>

Tales of things creepy abound in Seaside - but they’re hard to find. It’s almost as if they’ve

For almost 100 years, the old Hotel Seaside (later named The Seasider) was a grandiose, beauti
These days, the Shilo Inn sits in that spot. But when the old hotel was torn down, the spooks

Then there is the notorious flying coffee pot in the galley area between the kitchen and the m

Bob said he inherited some employees of the old Seasider back in the 80’s, and at least one sa

John Sowa, owner of the New Orleans-style eatery Lil’ Bayou, also related tales of moving obje

Lil’ Bayou lies in the historic Gilbert District of Seaside, which is filled with old building

The Seaside Aquarium may have a closet containing something - or rather, an upstairs that coul
<b>EERIE AND NOT-SO-EERIE ON THE BAY</b>

Manzanita, which caps the north end of the Nehalem Bay, is shrouded in mists and mystery, with

On its beaches, there are mysterious piles of rocks that have appeared over the years, apparen

In nearby Wheeler, facing the Nehalem Bay, Old Wheeler Hotel owner Winston Laszlo says he’s en

Once, Winston was looking in a mirror in the hotel’s public area and saw the reflection of a m

A pair of ghost hunters even came to the visit the place and took photos of what they believed

Winston and wife Maranne Doyle-Laszlo say the entire building seemed to be against them during

In an email just before her visit, ghost hunter Martina DeLude told Winston that made sense. "

In other tales, Wheeler Antiques owner Garry Gitzen says a Wheeler woman, descended from local

Not all is creepy here. According to Winston and Garry, there is a host of well-meaning spirit
<b>ASTORIA - OR GHOSTORIA?</b>

At the very tip of Oregon, Astoria is full of major ghost stories of one sort or another. That

The Liberty Theater is widely regarded as haunted. It was once a haven for the likes of Duke E

Cast and crews over the years have talked about spotting him. While mostly just an apparition,

Also famous for being haunted is the firehouse there, plus the town has a brutal history of me
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